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In this thesis, a TVA is designed, manufactured and validated experimentally. The TVA uses eddy current effect as the damping mechanism with adjustable damping through changing distance between magnets and the conductors. In order to tune the damping level of the absorber to the desired range, magnetic analyzes are conducted and selection of conductor and magnets are made accordingly. Physical design of the TVA consists of a mass element, a spring element and a damping element. Compression helical spring is used as a spring element. A design procedure is developed and demonstrated for the spring that will satisfy the design criteria of the TVA. A procedure to estimate the fatigue life the spring element was also developed and demonstrated. Structural design of the TVA is done such that the natural frequency of the structural assembly should larger compared to tuning frequency of the vibration absorber. Modal analyses are conducted to ensure that. Finally, absorber parameters are extracted through vibration experiments validating the final design.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Tuned vibration absorber (TVA) is a device that can be used to reduce vibrations of the main structure to which it is attached. TVA is a single degree of freedom system and consists of mass, damping element and stiffness element.

Design of a TVA consists of several steps: definition of problem, specifying working conditions and environmental conditions, conceptual design, detailed design and validation. The first step is to define the vibration problem of main structure (i.e. forced vibration problem, resonant vibration problem, excitation, structure of interest). After vibration problem is defined, the expected TVA performance should be specified. In the other words, main goal of TVA should be specified, i.e., 80% reduction in response amplitude of main structure at a particular frequency (resonance or forcing frequency). This expected vibration reduction performance affects tuning parameters of TVA, which are basically tuning frequency, TVA mass and damping. TVA parameters must be determined carefully and it depends on modal parameters of main structure, attachment point of TVA, desired performance of the TVA, forcing acting on the structure, etc.

The next step is definition of working conditions of the TVA. For example, if the main structure is a tank barrel, TVA is exposed to sun, dust, pyro shocks, etc. If the main structure is a building, probably TVA is indoor and working conditions is different from previous example. These conditions affect to selection and design of TVA structural elements.
The other step is selection of element types. A TVA consists of mass, spring element and damping element. These elements should be selected so that vibration reduction performance requirements are satisfied under the specified working conditions. Working conditions may change the design and selection TVA main elements. If TVA should work properly between -40°C and +70°C, damping element can also work this temperature range.

After element types are selected, overall conceptual design alternatives should be developed, which can potentially satisfy both determined tuning parameters of the TVA and environmental requirements. Among these design alternatives, the best alternative design should be selected to satisfy the TVA design requirements.

After best conceptual design is selected, detailed design should be completed. All dimension, shapes, type of parts etc. should be decided at the end detailed design process. Usually a prototype TVA is also fabricated at the end of this step.

The last step is to validate TVA performance and requirements. Tuning frequency of TVA is directly related to its performance which means it should be checked experimentally. Another important point is TVA damping level because vibration energy is consumed by damping element. Both vibration displacement and shock displacement depend on damping level. Equivalent stress or strain, fatigue life etc. should ideally be also checked after design to ensure TVA works properly.

A design process for a TVA is described above briefly but this thesis does not consist of all stages of such a design process. This thesis focuses on detailed mechanical design of a TVA with already determined values of tuning frequency. Fatigue life estimation of TVA spring element and simulation-based design and estimation of
magnetic damping of an eddy current based damping system are main contributions of this thesis work along with original structural design of a passive TVA. The tuning parameters and the vibration problem definition of the TVA design task are taken from a previous master’s thesis work by Büyükcivelek [1]. Büyükcivelek dealt with a vibration control problem battle tank gun barrel. The vibration problem was identified through actual operational vibration measurements and the thesis work presents work which includes simulation-based determination of optimum TVA parameter to address the vibration reduction problem. Büyükcivelek’s study consists of calculation of effective mass, and stiffness and damping of TVA. A detailed design, a physical prototype of the TVA that provides the determined effective TVA parameters, fatigue life-based analysis and design of the TVA are topics that were not covered in Büyükcivelek’s work. This thesis work actually addresses those issues so it can be considered as the continuation of Büyükcivelek’s work. While doing this, approaches for detailed design of a TVA and eddy current damping mechanism are also developed and presented in this thesis.

The main aim of this thesis is to design a passive TVA with adjustable eddy current damping considering fatigue life and shock loading capability. A design procedure of helical compression spring used in the proposed TVA is developed both taking into stiffness value and maximum displacement of effective mass of the TVA. Actual TVA effective parameters are also experimentally identified using a physical prototype and vibration measurements which validates the design thus the developed analysis-based design procedures for the spring element and the eddy current based damping mechanism of the TVA.

Chapter 2 of the thesis is the literature survey and it starts first about information about TVAs. This is followed by design alternatives according to spring element and damping elements used in TVAs are also given. Previous works that deal with eddy
current damping with their magnet and conductor size and achieved damping levels are also given in this chapter.

Chapter 3 of the thesis presents the mechanical design work conducted for the TVA of interest. Target stiffness value and vibration and shock are considered for design of helical spring. After that natural frequency and life of the spring is studied. Damping of the TVA comes from an eddy current based mechanism which consists of magnets and copper plates. Design and selection of them is done using magnetic analysis-based estimation of damping level of the eddy current damping system. Finally, design of TVA mass, its linear motion parts and TVA body are detailed.

Chapter 4 of the thesis presents experimental characterization of the physical prototype of the TVA. Tuning frequency and damping level of the TVA is estimated using measured frequency response functions of the TVA as a standalone single degree of freedom system. Natural frequency, which corresponds to the tuning frequency of the TVA, is extracted for various magnet and conductor placement configurations. Estimated and experimental eddy current damping level is compared. Specification of realized TVA is also given here.

In Chapter 5 the conclusions of the thesis work is summarized. Potential working opportunity is given in the last part.
2.1. Tuned Vibration Absorbers

Tuned vibration absorber (TVA) is a device which is used for reducing the vibrations of the structure to which it is attached. It is used for reducing the vibration level at or around a specific resonant frequency or specific forcing frequency. TVAs can be categorized three main groups according to energy consumption: passive TVA, active TVA and semi-active TVA. There are also hybrid TVAs and multiple TVAs.

For passive TVA, its properties, mass, stiffness and damping ratio, are constant so its tuning frequency and damping level are stationary. TVA is added to main structure to reduce its vibration at only one resonant frequency or specific forcing frequency (which corresponds to the tuning frequency of the TVA). If main structure properties and environmental conditions do not change them, TVA performance will be constant. It works effectively only in a narrow frequency bandwidth. When TVA is not tuned correctly, it may increase main structure vibration.

To reduce more than one frequency, adaptive TVA has been developed. Main idea of adaptive TVA is to change to TVA parameters via changing generally its stiffness or/and damping ratio and rarely its mass to adopt to tune the TVA.

In active TVAs, active forces are applied to the main structure to reduce vibration, so external energy consumption is required. In this system, sensors, actuator, electronic
system, control algorithm are other requirements. Multiple TVA is a combination of two and more passive TVAs. Each passive TVA is added to main structure for different resonant frequency or a forcing frequency, so vibration reduction is achieved for more than one frequency or broader frequency range. When modes of structure are well separated, more than one passive TVA can be used to reduce main structure vibration at different resonance frequencies. For instance, five cantilever beams with different cross section area and length have five different natural frequencies so they can be used as multiple TVA. Hybrid TVA is a combination of an active and passive TVA. The scope of this thesis is related only passive TVA so detail information about others is not given.

Some commercial passive TVAs and their properties are given in Table 2.1. Frahm's patent[2], “Device for Damping Vibrations of Bodies” is the first known TVA. Den Hartog [3] developed a method that calculate tuning parameters of TVA for harmonic excitation. There are also a lot of studies deal with TVA parameters in the literature. These studies generally focus on finding tuning parameters or how to change them for discrete systems ([4–6]).

In the literature TVA has been described using various terms which are given as follows:

- Tuned Vibration Absorber [7]
- Mass Spring Damper [8]
- Dynamic Vibration Absorber [9]
- Tuned Mass Damper [10]
- Smart Vibration Absorber [11]
Table 2.1. Some commercial TVAs and their properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Damping Mech.</th>
<th>Tuning Freq. [Hz]</th>
<th>TVA Mass</th>
<th>Orientati on**</th>
<th>Main Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moog–CSA ([12, 13])</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>Eddy Current</td>
<td>9-200</td>
<td>0.23-0.95 kg</td>
<td>V / H</td>
<td>General purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deicon [14]</td>
<td>VEM</td>
<td>VEM</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45 kg</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deicon [15]</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>Viscous</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Balcony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Eng. [16]</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3000 kg</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Windseeker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujita [17]</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>280 kg</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerb [18]</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8-2.2</td>
<td>58X1000-2500</td>
<td>V / H</td>
<td>Millennium Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerb [18]</td>
<td>Pendulum</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8-2.0</td>
<td>11X5000</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Burj Al Arab Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer Söhne ([19, 20])</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>MR Damper</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1660</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer Söhne ([19, 20])</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.159</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer Söhne ([19, 20])</td>
<td>Pendulum</td>
<td>Friction &amp; viscous</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Power Plant Chimney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibratec [21]</td>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>Viscous damper</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Bridge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* SMD : Single mass damper **V: Vertical, H: Horizontal

In this study, it is used as defined as Tuned Vibration Absorber or in abbreviated form TVA. TVA is a discrete device which is added the main structure to reduce its vibration level at or around a specific frequency. Figure 2.1 shows FRF of a 3 degree of freedom (DOF) system with and without a TVA. As it can be seen, total number of DOFs is increased when TVA is added. Target frequency in this example is about 78 Hz, and there is a peak at that frequency. When a properly tuned TVA is added, this peak disappears and emerges two new peaks. One of them is right side of disappeared one and the other is left side of it so vibration at 78 Hz is reduced.
Tuning of a TVA depends on main structure troublesome mode parameters and type of excitation. The scope of this thesis does not consist of specifying TVA parameters. When a TVA is not correctly tuned, performance of TVA decreases. This device works effectively when resonance frequency is constant and TVA is tuned correctly.

In Figure 2.2, both TVA and main structure are shown as single dof system, where $m_2, k_2, c_2$ refers mass, stiffness and damping of TVA and $m_1, k_1, c_1$ refers mass, stiffness and damping of main structure. TVA should not change main structure natural frequency, so mass of TVA is crucial, mass ratio of TVA is defined as given in Equation 2.1.
Figure 2.2. A two dof system

\[ \mu = \frac{m_2}{m_1} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.1}

Specifying TVA mass is a trial-error process, any formulation could not be found in literature for continuous system, but generally \( \mu \) is taken about 0.05 for discrete system.

Den Hartog[3] proposed a tuning criteria for harmonic excitation. His criteria gives optimum tuning frequency and optimum damping ratio of TVA under harmonic excitation. Sadek [4] proposed a tuning method for discrete system under seismic loading. His method calculates optimum tuning frequency and damping ratio for known mass ratio. This study shown that the tuning criteria suppress main structure acceleration and displacement for different earthquake excitation. Leung & Zhang [22] developed an algorithm to reach optimum TVA parameters for viscously damped single DOF system. Tigli [23] prosed a closed form formulation to obtain optimum TVA parameter under random vibration for linear damped discrete system. TVA parameters were proposed to minimizing variance of the displacement, velocity and
acceleration of the main structure which main mass subjected white-noise excitation. There are also more studies [9, 24–28], deal with determining TVA parameters for discrete systems but they are not given here for simplicity.

An example of determination of optimum TVA parameters for continuous system is given in Büyükcivelek’s study [1]. His objective is to reduce amplitude of tank barrel under random base excitation at fixed end of barrel and TVA is added to the free end of the barrel. Büyükcivelek found tip displacement and dominant frequency of barrel under random vibration and specified that troublesome frequency is the first resonance frequency of the barrel. Firstly, TVA mass was tried to determine for undamped case. To determine optimum mass, harmonic analysis and spectrum analysis were done for reducing tip displacement of the barrel. For different TVA masses ranging between 1kg and 30 kg, RMS displacement amplitude of barrel was found and given in Figure 2.3.

![Figure 2.3. RMS displacement amplitude of barrel and TVA mass [1]](image)

In Büyükcivelek’s study [1], it was concluded that optimum TVA mass is 4kg. After finding the optimum value of the TVA mass, TVA displacement and response of the barrel was found for various damping ratios. Searching for the best tuning frequency
Finally, optimum TVA parameters obtained in Büyükcivelek’s study is given in Table 2.2. As mentioned in Chapter 1, his TVA parameters are used as target optimum TVA parameters in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of optimum TVA parameters [1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TVA Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring stiffness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping coefficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2. Passive TVAs

This thesis study deals with detailed mechanical design of a passive TVA under operational conditions so information relevant to this type of TVA is presented in this section. According to how target stiffness, damping values of a TVA are realized, passive TVAs can be divided into four main groups as given in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5.

Helical spring TVA consists of a discrete mass, helical spring(s) and a damper. Many commercial products are in this category ([1], [2], [5], [8], and [29]). Both compression or extension spring can be used as a spring element. This type of TVA is a very simple device, TVA is a single DOF system, so its mass is supposed to move only one direction. A rod and a linear bearing are generally used for constraining motion of the TVA mass. Linear bearings are fixed on TVA mass and rods are passed through these linear ball bearing. Any damping element can be used such as dashpot, eddy current damper, wire rope, etc. This type of TVA is commonly used in buildings, bridges, towers, etc. ([20, 30]).
Beam-like TVA consists of a beam and rigid mass. Beam could be in vertical or horizontal direction ([17, 31–38]). Beam stiffness and damping depends on mass and location of it and boundary conditions, material and cross section of the beam. A fixed-fixed beam with attached mass can be given as an example. Natural frequency of this TVA can be altered by changing location of mass.

A pendulum can also be used as a TVA ([20, 39]). A pendulum TVA consists of a rod, string or rope, a mass, and a spherical hinge. Length of rod of the TVA changes natural frequency of the TVA. Mass is fixed at the end of the rod and it can move one or two directions. Due to direction of acceleration of gravity, this type of TVA can only be used for horizontal direction vibration.
In viscoelastic material (VEM) rubber-like TVA, viscoelastic material is used as both spring element and damping element. Advantages of this material is that its loss factor is higher than these of other materials, such as steel, aluminum. Main disadvantage of the viscoelastic material is that its modulus and loss factor are very sensitive to change of temperature, strain and frequency. Therefore, vibration level, working temperature and frequency range of this type TVA is narrow and dramatic change of one of them may lead to mistuning. As it can be seen in Figure 2.6, VEM material could be in tension or shear stress. Both stiffness and damping of the TVA rely on viscoelastic material.

![Figure 2.6. Different types of VEM type TVA adapted from [37]](image)

Eddy current damping TVA obtains damping by eddy current effect (currents generated by permanent magnets moving relative to a conductor element). Interaction between a magnet and its conductive material provides damping force. Relative velocity between them is proportional to damping force. In this type of damping mechanism, there is no contact between them. Damping force changes linearly with velocity like viscous damping ([40–44]). Damping force depends also on magnet class, size, conductive material type and size and distance between them. Copper is usually used as the conductive material due to its low electrical resistivity. Further information, about eddy current damping is given next section.
In viscous based TVA, a commercial dashpot might be used as damping element [19]. Vibration energy is converted into heat which leads temperature of the dashpot increases as long as dashpot works.

Wire-rope and stock-bridge damper can be used as damping element in a TVA. A wire-rope consists of several twisted ropes. Damping force occurs due to friction between strands of these ropes. A wire rope has different stiffness in all direction so it can be used for in 3 directions but tuning frequency of the TVA will be different in each direction.

2.3. Damping Elements of TVA

This thesis deals with passive TVA so in this section only passive damping alternatives are considered. Structural damping in metals cannot be used as damping element in a TVA because it is lower than other options as seen in Figure 2.7.

First option is viscoelastic material, this type of material has more damping than other materials. As it can be seen in Figure 2.7, viscoelastic materials has more damping than structural alloys at the same strain levels. Main disadvantage of that material is that loss factor and modulus depends on both temperature and frequency. Its shape could be elastomeric mounts. But its main disadvantage is maximum displacement which is very limited. Elastomeric mounts properties, loss factor and stiffness, depends on temperature, static and dynamics strain so its properties are not stable.

A dashpot is other option and it can work push and/or pull way. Damping coefficient is adjustable and can be set before installation. Damping coefficient, stroke and maximum damping force are not constant and different configuration options of a
commercial product are available as given in Table 2.3. Damper force depends on fluid velocity. Damping force $F$ could be from $F = CV^{0.4}$ to $F = CV^{1.8}$ where $C$ is the viscous damping coefficient and $V$ is relative piston velocity of the damper [45].

![Image of graph showing damping versus strain for various materials]

Figure 2.7. Damping versus strain for various materials [37]

Table 2.3. Some commercial hydraulic damper properties [45]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Stroke [mm]</th>
<th>Extended Length [mm]</th>
<th>Max Compression Force [N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model I</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model II</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model III</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model VI</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model V</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another option is eddy current damper. Eddy current force occurs in opposite direction of motion when a conductive material moves in a magnetic field. There are several studies using eddy currents to control vibration. Schieber [46] offered a formulation to calculate breaking force of rectangular cross section magnet and conductor. Eddy
current force change linearly with change of velocity between magnet and copper plate. Eddy current damping coefficient is found by dividing eddy current force to velocity between magnet and conductor material. One of the earliest studies using eddy currents for vibration control by Cunningham [47] uses eddy current for reducing vibration of the cryogenic turbomachinery. Damping coefficient can be calculated with Equation 2.2 [47]:

$$c = k \frac{B^2}{\rho}$$

Equation 2.2

where $B$ is magnetic flux density [Tesla, $\frac{N}{mA}$], $\nu$ is volume of fields/conductor intersection, $\rho$ is resistivity of conductor and $k$ is dimensionless correction constant. $\nu$ is volume of the conductor material immersed in the magnetic field and it is assumed that it is constant. Resistivity $\rho$ is material properties of the conductor material and it is also assumed that it is constant. Correction coefficient $k$ is unknown and it can be found experimental study. For this stage, it is assumed that it equals to one. Damping coefficient of TVA is directly related with magnetic flux density $B$. There are a lot of parameters effects magnetic flux density $B$. Some of them is given below.

- Magnet
  - Size
    - Cross Section
    - Thickness
  - Shape
  - Class
- Conductor Material
  - Size
- Cross Section
- Thickness
  - Shape
  - Resistivity
- Orientation of magnet and conductor material
- Distance between magnet and conductor material

Distribution of magnetic flux density is different for each problem and obtaining magnetic flux density of conductor material is a difficult problem. In the literature, researcher uses different methods to obtain it. Cunningham [47] measured magnetic flux density of C shape Alcino 5 with gaussmeter and calculated magnetic flux density with empirical formulation. There are some studies offered eddy current damping to vibration control that calculate damping level of the offered TVA analytically. Beek [48], Huang [49] and Tian [50] also tried to estimated damping level analytically. Sodano [43] used eddy current damping to reduce vibration of cantilever beam, where magnetic flux density was formulated and calculated numerically. Kienholz [51] used two dimensional boundary element method to obtain magnetic flux density. There are also several studies ([41, 42, 52–58]) that deal with eddy current damping without damping estimation even if damping coefficient is formulated in terms of magnetic flux density. They only measured damping level experimentally. Details of these studies, magnet size, conductor size and damping level of studies in literature are given in Table 2.4.

As it can be seen in Equation 2.2, when conductor resistivity decreases, damping coefficient increases. Resistivity of common metals are given in Table 2.5. Resistivity of copper and silver are lower than others. One of them can be used as a conductor.
Table 2.4. Summaries of studies dealing with eddy current damping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Magnet Size</th>
<th>Conductive Material Size</th>
<th>Damping (Experimental)</th>
<th>Damping (Estimated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beek [48]</td>
<td>50x20x10</td>
<td>67.5x28x10</td>
<td>54.7 Ns/m</td>
<td>50.5 Ns/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodano [59]</td>
<td>Ø12.7x12.7</td>
<td>Ø12.65x0.62</td>
<td>34* %</td>
<td>42* %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bae [60]</td>
<td>Ø20x10</td>
<td>Ø27x500</td>
<td>11.021 kg/s</td>
<td>10.290 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He [50]</td>
<td>52x34x44</td>
<td>46x38x2</td>
<td>2228 Ns/m</td>
<td>2810 Ns/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang [49]</td>
<td>40x40x20</td>
<td>260x120x5</td>
<td>20.8 Ns/m</td>
<td>21.4 Ns/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheah [44]</td>
<td>Ø38.1x9.52</td>
<td>Ø23.1x12.7</td>
<td>5.5 Ns/m</td>
<td>7.9 Ns/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhihao [61]</td>
<td>100x100x50</td>
<td>5x240x100</td>
<td>14.5 %</td>
<td>30.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan [52]</td>
<td>Ø52x34</td>
<td>Ø52x5</td>
<td>86.3 Ns/m</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lian [53]</td>
<td>100X50X10</td>
<td>200x200x2</td>
<td>35.6 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shi [54]</td>
<td>40x20x5</td>
<td>180x110x2</td>
<td>7.46 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen [56]</td>
<td>2.5x10x50</td>
<td>5x70x50</td>
<td>5.81 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo [57]</td>
<td>Ø15x8.4</td>
<td>Ø18.5x60</td>
<td>2.5181 Ns/m</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruber [58]</td>
<td>Ø12.7x12.7</td>
<td>Ø17x25</td>
<td>5.21 Ns/m</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebrahimi [42]</td>
<td>Ø25x5</td>
<td>Ø25x12</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These values were read approximately from the graphic.

Table 2.5. Resistivity for common metals at room temperature [62]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Resistivity [Ω.m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>$2.82 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>$2.44 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>$9.8 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>$1.59 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>$5.6 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eddy current damping has several advantages which are as follows:

- There is no contact surface for damping.
- Damping force does not depend on temperature.
- Damping force does not cause temperature change during operation.

The main disadvantages of eddy current damping are as follows:

- Neodium magnets start to lose its magnetic effects after 80°C.
- Estimation of eddy current damping is not easy.
- If the main structure has electrical equipment, magnetic fields can be harmful. Main structure may be vulnerable to EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) and EMC (electromagnetic Compatibility).
- A magnet can react some metals near around.

When design of TVA is completed, it is compulsory to measure TVA parameters. In order to see the effect of magnets on an accelerometer, a simple test was conducted. The main aim of this test specifies if magnetic fields due to magnets affects measurement capability of the accelerometer. A cantilever beam is excited on free end and experiment was conducted for two cases. PSD acceleration of the free end of the beam was measured without and with magnets. Test set-up can be seen in Figure 2.8. The distance between magnets and beam is 2 mm. Aluminum beam dimension is 38mmx205mmx1.1mm, also there are three different holes on it. The beam is fixed at one end and the other end is free. Neodium magnet class is N42 and its dimensions are 40mm x25mm x10mm.
As it can be seen in Figure 2.9, PSD acceleration of beam is almost equal to each other. There is a little difference between them below 10 Hz. With these two results, it can be said that magnets do not affect measurement capability of accelerometer.

Torsional damper is another alternative. But rotational motion should be converted to linear motion. There is a commercial eddy current torsional damper [63].
2.4. Elements Used in TVA

A TVA works near at resonance frequency, so its parts and their connections are crucial. TVA mass moves only one direction which means all other degree of freedom is supposed to be constrained. Information about elements can be used in the TVA are given in the following sections.

Basically, a TVA consists of a TVA mass, a stiffness element and a damping element. Stiffness element could be a helical spring, a viscoelastic material, a beam or an air spring etc. Generally, commercial TVA products consist of a helical spring ([12, 16, 17, 19, 29, 64]). When a helical spring is used in a TVA, spring is supposed to connect with TVA mass and TVA body. Connections of helical springs to TVA mass or TVA body is a problem. Although it looks like very easy, it is actually very difficult how to mount a spring to another body. There are few alternatives accessories for mounting spring where it works.

2.4.1. Spring Mounting Methods

A helical compression spring should be mounted with a spring mounting element. Spring mounting can be divided into six groups as given in Figure 2.10.

![Figure 2.10. Types of mounting for compression spring](image-url)

Neoprene rubber base is used generally in heating ventilation and air conditioning systems, centrifugal axial fans, air handling units, and small compressors. It is used for mounting spring to ground for vibration isolation from seismic excitation. It can be used for both ends or one end of spring. Spring sits on the inner surface of neoprene base. Outer diameter of the spring is smaller than neoprene rubber inner diameter. There are some holes for bolt on the neoprene rubber which is used for mounting another body.

The other alternative is steel holder which is consist of two parts (Figure 2.11). Spring is sat one of them. Part of it is guided by other part, so spring can move only one direction.

![Figure 2.11. Steel holder adapted from [65]](image)

Another alternative is spring retainer which is shown in Figure 2.12. Spring sits on a metal part housing. Inner diameter of the retainer is bigger than outer diameter of the spring. To constrain moving direction other than axial direction there is a rod which is center of the retainer and spring can move only axial direction.
Another alternative is spring adapter, also called internal plug (Figure 2.13). It looks like a spring retainer but, in this case, outer diameters of adapter is smaller than spring diameter so spring sits on the adapter. Spring is guided with inner surface spring.

A spring can be mounted to the other body with a bolt (Figure 2.14). Mounted body should have threaded hole; bolt length is bigger than length of thread hole. Bolt pitch and spring pitch are also equal so bolt can be installed both body and spring at the same time.
Machined spring is another good alternative to mounting a spring. In Figure 2.15, there is a thread on the one end of the spring. It can be mounted to TVA mass with a bolt. This type of spring is manufactured with machining operation and its price is much
higher than wire spring price. Another disadvantage is that its compression length is lower than these of wire spring.

Welding of the spring is an alternative but it is not a good solution because welding causes a permanent deformation on the spring. When compressed or extend a helical spring, inner and outer surface move inner or outer so designer should take account inner and outer diameter of the retainer and adapter.

### 2.4.2. Linear Motion Elements

Passive TVA is designed and used for only one mode of main structure so it is a single DOF system so effective mass of TVA should move only one direction. Following alternatives can be used for this purpose.

- Bushing & Rods (Figure 2.16)
- Linear Bearing (Figure 2.17)
- Linear Motion Platform (Figure 2.18)
- Square Bearing (Figure 2.19)

Using of bushing and rod is a very simple alternative; TVA mass can be constrained in one-dimension motion with bronze bushing and a steel rod. Bushing is mounted to TVA mass and rod passes through bushing so it can move along rod axis. To reduce friction between rod and bushing, surface quality of both bushing inner face and rod should be minimum. Generally bushing is self- lubricating part and oil comes out when it works [69]. Coefficient of friction between bronze bushing and steel rod is between 0.08-0.14. It is between 0.12-0.18 if there is no lubricant[70].
Bronze bushing can be affected by dust and dirty environmental conditions. Linear bearing (plain or ball bearing) and a rod is another alternative. Coefficient of friction is about 0.05 and it does not change over the life but it needs lubricant except self-lubricated ones. It has high working temperature range, -200 °C /200°C [71].

Another alternative is rail and carriage platform. A carriage can move on the rail. In this case, it is capable of resisting moments all rotations. Between carriage surface and rail surface there is no metal contact there is a plain bearing and a gliding surface. Coefficient of friction is about 0.1-0.15. Working temperature range is between 0-80°C [72].
The last alternative is square bearing. This alternative has one major advantage. One bearing is enough to constrain linear motion of TVA mass. Degree of freedom of this alternative is less than round bearing so rotation around moving direction is constrained.

![Square bearing](image)

Figure 2.19. A square bearing [73]

### Table 2.6. Linear motion alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Friction Coefficient</th>
<th>Working Temperature Range</th>
<th>Lubricant Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bushing &amp; Rods</td>
<td>0.08-0.14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Bearing</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-200°C /200°C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Motion platform</td>
<td>0.1-0.15</td>
<td>0-80°C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Bearing</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>-240°C /204°C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3

DETAILED DESIGN OF THE TVA

Design of a TVA consists several steps. A flow chart which shows design steps of TVA is given in Figure 3.1. The scope of this thesis does not consist of the definition of the problem and the determination of effective TVA parameters. They are taken from Büyükcivelek’s study. Nevertheless, first two steps are briefly mentioned in this section.

At the beginning, vibration problem should be decided whether TVA can be used for defined problem. As mentioned before passive TVA works properly if it is tuned correctly which means its parameters are set to minimize vibration of the main structure. To define vibration problem and if it can be used for this problem, frequency response function of the main structure should be obtained. Natural frequency, amplitude of displacement or acceleration, modal damping ratio, etc. should be extracted from it. Excitation type may also help to the design procedure. There are some studies on TVA parameter extraction according to excitation type. Tuning frequency is constant which means a passive TVA works properly only when the target troublesome frequency is constant. In Büyükcivelek’s work, it was decided that one TVA can solve defined problem. After deciding to use TVA, next step is that determining number of TVA and location of attachment point(s). Because TVA parameters and its performance are affected from them. Therefore, number of TVAs and their locations should be defined to achieve to reduced vibration level. For determining optimum TVA parameters for a discrete system, the common method is given by Den Hartog [3] and there are also several offered method in the literature.
For continuous systems, this process is more demanding, and details can be found in Büyükcivelek’s study for the TVA that will be designed in this thesis.

After determining TVA parameters, working and environmental conditions should be considered because working conditions affect the detailed design process of the TVA. If TVA has to work at elevated temperatures all TVA elements should work properly at these temperatures. A magnet can be used for eddy current damping, if maximum working temperature is limited to 80 °C because neodium magnet losses its magnetic capability after this temperature [74]. Furthermore, properties of TVA should be known in the operation the temperature range. For instance, temperature difference may cause to change properties of damping or spring element. Possible working environmental conditions that should be considered when designing a TVA are as follows

- Shock
- Static acceleration
- Environment and working temperature range
- Humidity
- Dustiness
- Working space (indoor or outdoor)
- Orientation

After specified TVA parameters and working conditions, TVA requirements are supposed to be defined by considering TVA parameters and working conditions, because type of elements used in TVA depends on requirements. These possible TVA requirements are as follows
• Response of TVA mass
• Life & reliability expectations
• Maximum mass & volume of the TVA
• Maintenance requirement

The main requirement of the TVA is its performance which is strongly related with TVA parameters (i.e. achieving the target effective TVA mass, tuning frequency and damping level). In addition, maximum displacement and velocity of TVA mass should be considered because stiffness and damping element should work under these conditions. Maximum displacement capacity of spring should be higher than TVA mass displacement. Maximum displacement of TVA mass under vibration and shock should be considered, because compression or extension length of the spring and stroke of the damping element should be greater than displacement of effective mass of TVA. Velocity of the TVA mass is also considered because damping element should work at that speed.

Life and reliability of the TVA should be considered because TVA should work properly during its life. If one or more TVA structural element life is shorter than target TVA life, maintenance or replacement may be required.

TVA effective parameters, working & environmental conditions and TVA requirements are given in Table 2.2 and Table 3.1, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1. Working conditions and requirements of the TVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum displacement of TVA mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock (in all directions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.1. Flow chart of how to design TVA
TVA is single dof system so TVA mass moves only one direction. Stiffness element and damping element should allow to move TVA mass. Displacement of TVA mass due to vibration is 17mm[1]. TVA is also subjected shock in all directions. Shock profile is not given by in Büyükcivelek’s study and it is assumed that its profile is half-sine in this study. Displacement of TVA mass under shock is calculated in the next section.

Total mass of TVA comprises TVA mass and mass of non-moving parts, such as structure, bolts, bearings, plates, etc. When TVA is installed on main structure and total mass of main structure increase. Total mass of TVA should be minimum to not change dynamics of main structure.

Some commercial TVA’s are given in Table 2.1, only few of them can work both vertical and horizontal. In this study, a versatile TVA is developed so it can work any orientation.

The next step is conceptual design. A conceptual design should satisfy both TVA requirements and target values of TVA effective parameters. Best conceptual design is selected some criteria. Main criteria that could be considered when choosing a conceptual design alternative for the TVA are as follows:

- Size & Mass (Low redundant mass and compact design)
- Low maintenance requirement
- Versatility in orientation (could be used in Vertical & Horizontal & Inclined orientation)
- Manufacturability
• No or less sensitivity to temperature, dust etc.
• Fabrication cost
• Ease of assemble and unassembled

Size & Mass criteria refers both redundant mass and dimensions of TVA. Redundant mass is defined as difference between total mass of TVA and TVA mass (the effective mass of the TVA). TVA mass is already defined according to tuning criteria. Redundant mass is not considered during tuning of TVA so it should be zero in the ideal case but it is not possible. Redundant mass of the TVA may change dynamic characteristics of main structure, so it should be kept as minimum as possible.

In this study, the best conceptual design is selected taking into account the above criteria and it is given in Figure 3.2. This alternative consists of a TVA mass, two preloaded helical compression springs, two magnet sub-assemblies, TVA body and some connection parts. It can be used in either vertical or horizontal orientations. Rods and bushings constrain TVA mass motion in one direction. Spring force and damping force depends on relative displacement and speed of TVA mass, respectively and they change continuously. Difference between them makes bending moment. Number of them and their location should be defined so that bending moment is minimum. Spring element, damping element, TVA mass are symmetric along centerline so they do not produce bending moment. As a result, friction force between rod and bushing remains constant.

Helical compression springs is preloaded for four reasons. Firstly, preloaded springs has more spring life than unpreloaded spring. Secondly, relation between displacement and force is more proportional. Thirdly, contact between TVA mass and spring end should not be left, so it should be pre-loaded more than maximum displacement of TVA mass therefore contact between them is ensured. Lastly, TVA
can be used vertically so there is need more preloaded due to weight of TVA mass. Stiffness of the spring change linearly with displacement and connection between TVA mass and spring is ensured. Also preloading also enables the use of TVA in any orientation, helical springs will be in compression at all times even when the weight of the mass causes tensile loads on the springs.

![Diagram of TVA design](image)

**Figure 3.2.** Selected conceptual design of the TVA

Eddy current damping is the chosen alternative in this design work because of its advantages, which are given in previous chapter. Damping element is also symmetric with respect to direction of motion. There are two copper plates on the TVA mass. Damping force is occurred on the copper plates. Damping force on them is equal to each other. Most parts of this TVA are off-the-shelf parts and assembly of the TVA is expected to be relatively easy.

TVA is a single DOF system and it is assumed that TVA mass and other parts of TVA are rigid. So, TVA mass (effective mass) should move in one direction. To do this, mass is constrained with two linear bearings and two rods.
After selected best conceptual design, detailed design of the TVA should be conducted. Detailed design work of the TVA is given in the next section.

### 3.1. Detailed Design of the TVA

Detailed design work for all of the TVA parts is presented in this section. Selected conceptual design, optimum parameters and requirements of the TVA is given in Figure 3.2, Table 2.2 and Table 3.1, respectively.

Spring element is the most important part of the TVA because tuning frequency of the TVA is critical for its ultimate vibration reduction performance, and it is function of its stiffness and TVA mass. Damping element of the TVA is also critical because vibration energy is consumed on this element and TVA performance is directly related with amount of damping and there is a target damping value for the TVA to achieve for desired vibration reduction performance. Compression length of spring and stroke of damping element are another important point because they limit TVA performance even if TVA is tuned correctly. Firstly, design process of spring and damping element are given in the next two sections of this chapter. Then, design work of other parts of the TVA are presented in the following sections.

### 3.1.1. Design of Spring Element of TVA

In the selected conceptual design, TVA mass is suspended with two helical springs. There are two alternatives for helical spring, compression and tension spring. Helical compression springs are used in this study because its strength is more than tension spring for similar size. TVA spring element life should be as much as possible for minimum maintenance requirement. Additionally, spring should not be buckled under working condition.
Maximum displacement of TVA mass during the operation is given in Table 3.1 but maximum displacement due to shock is missing so shock response of the TVA mass is analyzed in the next section. After that, spring design for strength, natural frequency and life are studied in following sections.

3.1.1.1. Maximum Displacement of TVA Mass

Displacement of TVA mass under vibration and shock should be known for spring design. In this study it is assumed vibration and shock is exposed separately. Displacement of TVA in moving direction is calculated for different damping ratios. Maximum displacement of TVA mass due to vibration is given 17 mm. Maximum displacement of TVA mass due to shock is not given but in Büyükcivelek’s study which it is specified that TVA is expected to be subject to a shock load of 1000g in all directions. A TVA is shown in Figure 3.3 and it is subjected base excitation of main structure.

![Diagram of TVA mass, spring and damping system](image)

Figure 3.3. TVA mass, spring and damping system subjected by base acceleration

TVA is subjected by base acceleration and its equation of motion is given in Equation 3.1.
\[
m \frac{d^2y}{dt^2} = -k(y - x) - c \left( \frac{dy}{dt} - \frac{dx}{dt} \right) \tag{Equation 3.1}
\]

where \( m \) is TVA mass, \( k \) is stiffness of spring element, \( c \) is damping coefficient of damping element. \( x(t) \) is absolute displacement of main structure where TVA is installed, \( y(t) \) is absolute displacement of TVA mass. \( z(t) \) is the relative displacement of TVA mass. Equation of motion in relative coordinate is given in Equation 3.2.

\[
\frac{d^2z}{dt^2} + 2\xi \omega_n \frac{dz}{dt} + \omega_n^2 z = -\frac{d^2x}{dt^2} \tag{Equation 3.2}
\]

where \( \omega_n \) is natural frequency of TVA. \( \xi \) is damping ratio TVA. They can be calculated with Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4.

\[
\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{k}{m}} \tag{Equation 3.3}
\]

\[
\xi = \frac{c}{2m\omega_n} \tag{Equation 3.4}
\]

Equation 3.2 is very similar to the differential equation of motion of a single dof excited by a force. Only difference is the right-hand side of the equation. Relative displacement of the system can be found with convolution integral inserting \(-x(t)m \) instead of force. Relative displacement of TVA mass is given in Equation 3.5 [75].
\[ z(t) = -\frac{1}{\omega_d} \int_0^t x(t) e^{-\delta \tau} \sin \omega_d (t - \tau) d\tau \]  

Equation 3.5

where \( \omega_d \) is damped natural frequency of TVA. \( \tau \) is shock duration. \( x_m \) is amplitude of the shock. Damped frequency \( \omega_d \) can be calculated with Equation 3.6 for underdamped system.

\[ \omega_d = \omega_n \sqrt{1 - \xi^2} \]  

Equation 3.6

Relative displacement of TVA mass under shock for different damping levels are found with convolution integral with “conv” built-in Matlab™ command and given in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Relative displacement of TVA mass due to a shock input for optimized mass and natural frequency for different damping ratios
As it can be seen Figure 3.4, relative displacement decreases while damping increases. It is assumed that maximum relative displacement of TVA mass is as taken as 30 mm.

3.1.1.2. Design of Helical Compression Spring Based on Stiffness and Maximum Displacement

The most important specification of spring used in TVA is stiffness because tuning frequency is dependent on that value. A deviation from the calculated spring stiffness would cause mistuning of TVA which would then decrease TVA’s vibration reduction performance. Second important specification is compressible length. TVA mass should move between double amplitude of relative displacement of the TVA mass. Designed spring should allow to move the TVA mass more than amplitude. Therefore, both must be satisfied by spring element. Apart from spring stiffness and maximum displacement, natural frequency is also critical, natural frequency of spring should not be close tuning frequency of the TVA. A commercial spring catalog shows a lot number of springs, but each spring has different wire diameter, spring stiffness, free length, etc. Springs in a catalog may not match required spring parameters so a new spring should be designed from scratch to ensure that TVA works properly. There are too many unknowns in spring design, and these are as follows

- Spring stiffness
- Spring index
- Free length
- Solid length
- Wire Diameter
- Spring material
- Spring ends
- Boundary conditions
• Number of active coils
• Pitch
• Helix angle
• Natural Frequency of spring

In the literature ([76–78]), design of a spring starts with specified dimensions such as wire diameter, and nominal diameter, etc. Spring design handbooks focuses on maximum force capacity, occurred stress, etc. A design procedure is developed in this thesis to obtain the desired spring stiffness and satisfy the maximum displacement limit simultaneously.

Before derivation, some definitions are given here. Front view and the top view of a helical compression spring is shown in Figure 3.5. Free length $L_f$ is length of the spring when there is no force on it. Pitch $p$ is distance between two sequential coils. Nominal diameter $D$ is the diameter of the spring. Inner diameter $D_i$ is diameter of the spring measured from inner surface of the coils. Outer diameter $D_o$ is diameter of the spring measured from outer surface of the coils. Inner diameter $D_i$ and outer dimeter $D_o$ of the spring can be calculated with Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8.

![Figure 3.5. (a) front view and (b) top view of a helical compression spring](image)
\[ D_i = D - d \quad \text{Equation 3.7} \]

\[ D_o = D + d \quad \text{Equation 3.8} \]

A compression helical spring loading conditions is shown in Figure 3.6. When one end of the spring is fixed and a compression force \( F \) is applied to the other end of the spring, it is shortened. Maximum compression length \( \delta_{\text{max}} \) is allowable displacement when it is subjected a force. When it is reached maximum compression length, there should be gaps between coils. Total gap between coils is defined as clash clearance \( C_c \).

![Diagram of loading conditions of compression helical spring](image)

**Figure 3.6. Loading conditions of compression helical spring**

Compression force \( F \) should not be increased after this point for following reasons

- to not approach the yield limit: yield stress limit is generally higher than stress at solid length.
- to avoid clash of the spring [79]
• to avoid impact and surface deterioration [79]

If compression force $F$ is increased after maximum compression length, it is compressed until coils touch each other and height of the spring at this condition is defined as solid length $L_s$. Clash clearance $C_c$ can be calculated with Equation 3.9.

$$C_c = L_f - L_s - \delta_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.9}

The ratio of nominal diameter $D$ to wire diameter $d$ is defined as spring index $C$.

$$C = \frac{D}{d}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.10}

Stress concentration factor $K_w$ of the spring due to curvature should be also considered and it can be calculated with Equation 3.11 [80].

$$K_w = \frac{4C - 1}{4C - 4} + \frac{0.615}{C}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.11}

It depends on only spring index $C$, change of stress concentration factor versus spring index $C$ is given in Figure 3.7. Stress concentration factor $K_w$ decreases when spring index increases. Manufacturing of spring with low spring index $C$ is difficult and its values of 3.5 to 15 are commercially available [76].
Spring stiffness $k$ can be calculated with Equation 3.12 [79].

$$k = \frac{Gd^4}{8D^3N_a}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.12}

where $G$ is shear modulus of spring material. $d$ is spring wire diameter. $D$ is nominal diameter of spring. $N_a$ is number of active coils. Spring stiffness $k$ can be calculated with Equation 3.12 but it is not considered to maximum displacement $\delta_{\text{max}}$ of spring. Nominal diameter $D$ can be eliminated with a mathematical manipulation by using spring index $C$ so this equation can be rewritten as given in Equation 3.13.
\[ k = \frac{Gd}{8N_a C^3} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.13}

Number of active coils \( N_a \) of a spring depends on spring ends. There are four spring ends as shown in Figure 3.8. Pitch and coils are not changed in plain ends. Last coil of spring is formed to touch previous coil in closed end. In ground end, coil is cut to obtain a surface which is perpendicular to spring axis. In squared & ground end, last coil of ground end spring is formed to touch previous coil.

![Spring Ends Diagram](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active coils, ( N_a )</th>
<th>Plain ( N_j )</th>
<th>Closed ( N_j - 2 )</th>
<th>Ground ( N_j - 1 )</th>
<th>Squared &amp; ground ( N_j - 2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free length, ( L_f )</td>
<td>( N_a p + d )</td>
<td>( N_a p + 3d )</td>
<td>( N_j p )</td>
<td>( N_a p + 2d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid length, ( L_s )</td>
<td>( (N_j p + 1) d )</td>
<td>( (N_j p + 1) d )</td>
<td>( N_j d )</td>
<td>( N_j d )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.8. Coil numbers and free length of spring for different spring ends [79]

Active coil number \( N_a \) of squared & ground end spring can be calculated with Equation 3.14.

\[ N_a = \frac{L_f - 2d}{p} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.14}

With help of Equation 3.9 and Equation 3.14, number of active coils \( N_a \) can be found in following form.
\[ N_a = \frac{C_c + L_a + \delta_{max} - 2d}{p} \]  

Equation 3.15

First and last coils of the squared & ground spring is inactive so Equation 3.15 can be rewritten, solid length \( L_s \) of squared & ground spring can be calculated with Equation 3.16.

\[ L_s = N_a d + 2d \]  

Equation 3.16

By using Equation 3.15 and Equation 3.16, number of active coils \( N_a \) can be found in Equation 3.17.

\[ N_a = \frac{C_c + \delta_{max}}{p - d} \]  

Equation 3.17

where \( p \) is pitch of spring. Pitch \( p \) is defined as distance between two consecutive coils and can be calculated with following equation.

\[ \tan \alpha = \frac{p}{\pi D} \]  

Equation 3.18

where \( \alpha \) is helix angle and it is angle between coils and base of spring.

Figure 3.9. Helix angle of a helical compression spring
Pitch \( p \) is obtained from Equation 3.18 and nominal diameter \( D \) is obtained from Equation 3.10, they are put in Equation 3.19 to obtain active coil number \( N_a \).

\[
N_a = \frac{C_c + \delta_{\text{max}}}{d(\pi C \tan \alpha - 1)} \tag{Equation 3.19}
\]

Lastly, active coil numbers \( N_a \) is putting in Equation 3.10 and spring diameter \( d \) in terms of spring stiffness \( k \) and maximum displacement \( \delta_{\text{max}} \) is obtained. The wire diameter of the spring can be found with Equation 3.20.

\[
d = \sqrt{\frac{8k(\delta_{\text{max}} + C_c)C^3}{(C\pi \tan \alpha - 1)G}} \tag{Equation 3.20}
\]

After calculated spring diameter \( d \), corrected shear stress \( S_c \) and buckling condition of the spring should be checked. Maximum permissible stress should be larger than corrected shear stress \( S_c \) of the spring, it can be calculated with Equation 3.21 [76].

\[
S_c = \frac{8Dk\delta_{\text{max}}}{\pi d^3} K_w \tag{Equation 3.21}
\]

Spring should not be buckled to work properly. Critical buckling length \( L_b \) of a spring can be calculated with Equation 3.22 [79], it should be more than free length \( L_f \) of spring.

\[
L_b = \frac{\pi D}{\alpha} \left[ \frac{2(E - G)}{2G + E} \right]^{1/2} \tag{Equation 3.22}
\]
where $E$ is young modulus of spring material. $\alpha$ is buckling constant and depends on spring boundary conditions. Buckling constant $\alpha$ for different boundary conditions is given in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Buckling constant $\alpha$ of helical spring for different boundary conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End Condition</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring supported between flat parallel surfaces (fixed ends)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One end supported by flat surface perpendicular to spring axis (fixed); other end pivoted (hinged)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both ends pivoted (hinged)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One end clamped; other end free</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free length $L_f$ of the spring can be calculated with Equation 3.23.

$$L_f = N_a p + 2d$$  

Equation 3.23

If corrected shear stress is more than allowable stress or buckling is happened then increase wire diameter and repeat the calculations to find minimum spring wire diameter. After calculated minimum spring wire diameter, select a bigger wire diameter available in the market. All dimensions of the spring can be found after selected wire diameter and assumptions. Active coil numbers $N_a$ is already calculated with Equation 3.19, total coil number can be calculated with Equation 3.24.

$$N_t = N_a + 2$$  

Equation 3.24
Inner diameter $D_i$ and outer diameter $D_o$ of the spring are calculated with Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8. Free length $L_f$ of the spring is already calculated and solid length $L_s$ of the spring are can be found with Equation 3.25.

$$L_s = N_i d$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.25}

A flow chart showing design procedure is constructed and given in Figure 3.10. In the next section, helical compression spring for the TVA is designed with this process.

![Flow chart for design of a compressive helical spring for TVA](image)

3.1.1.3. Study Case: Design of TVA Spring

The best alternative has two preloaded helical compression springs. The optimum spring stiffness is $5 \frac{N}{mm}$ so stiffness of each spring is $2.5 \frac{N}{mm}$. Maximum displacement of TVA mass is assumed 30 mm. The preload of spring should be more than TVA displacement so preload is selected as 40 mm so maximum displacement $\delta_{max}$ of spring is 70 mm.
The second step of design of helical spring is assuming spring index $C$ and helix angle $\alpha$. As it can be seen in Figure 3.7, stress factor $K_w$ decreases when spring index $C$ increases. $K_w$ contains stress concentration factor and shear factor. Low spring index $C$ is difficult to manufacture, and 3.5-15 spring indexes are commercially available[76]. It is assumed that spring index is 12.5 to achieve low stress factor which is 1.11. The helix angle $\alpha$ is assumed to $9.6^\circ$. ASTM313 302 Class II stainless steel is used as spring material because of slight magnetic property [81] and high ultimate strength [82].

### Table 3.3. Summary of the parameters of the designed spring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wire diameter $d$</td>
<td>3.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal diameter $D$</td>
<td>40 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside diameter $D_o$</td>
<td>43.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside diameter $D_i$</td>
<td>36.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring index $C$</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active coil number $N_a$</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total coil number $N_t$</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid length $L_s$</td>
<td>24 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free length $L_f$</td>
<td>132 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring stiffness $k$</td>
<td>2.5 N/mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch $p$</td>
<td>22.2 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clash allowance $C_c$ is recommended to set 10% of the maximum displacement [79]. Minimum spring wire diameter is found 2.8 mm with Equation 3.20. Corrected shear stress $S_c$ is found 803 MPa by using Equation 3.21. Minimum tensile strength of the material is 2000 MPa[82]. Allowable shear stress of the material is between 45-55% of the tensile strength of the material[79]. In this study, allowable shear stress of material is assumed 1000 MPa so corrected shear stress $S_c$ is lower than allowable shear stress of the material. Free length $L_f$ of the spring is found 100 mm via Equation 3.23. With Equation 3.24 critical length $L_b$ for buckling is calculated 189 mm and it is higher than free length $L_f$ of the spring. 2.8 mm diameter satisfy spring requirements.
but 3.2 mm wire diameter d is selected to obtain more spring life. All dimensions of the spring are found for new selected spring wire diameter d. Properties of the spring is given in Table 3.3.

3.1.1.4. Natural Frequency of TVA Spring

After completed spring design, natural frequency of the spring is considered. Natural frequency of spring should not be close to tuning frequency of the TVA which is specified as 5.67 Hz. Finite element analysis is conducted to calculate spring natural frequencies. During operation, spring is preloaded. One end of the spring touch the TVA body, other of the spring touches the TVA mass. Relative displacement of the TVA mass is used for spring compression length so it is assumed that one end of the spring is fixed as shown as A in Figure 3.11 and other end of the spring is constrained in x and z directions as shown as B in Figure 3.11. Preload is given in the latter end in y direction. The 40 mm preloaded spring is compressed due to vibration and shock load which is assumed 30 mm. For different compression length, modal analysis are conducted, both pre-load and compression is applied to same end of the spring which is shown as B in the Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11. Boundary conditions of the spring
Figure 3.12 shows change of first ten natural frequencies of helical spring with respect to compression displacement.

Figure 3.12. Change of first ten natural frequencies of the spring for different compression lengths

Table 3.4. Natural frequencies of the spring for 30mm and 70mm compression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Natural Frequencies at 40 mm displacement</th>
<th>Natural Frequencies at 70 mm displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.4 shows first ten natural frequencies of the TVA spring for 40 mm and 70 mm compression. When compression increases, natural frequency of the spring decreases.

The spring is loaded between 40mm and 70 mm, lowest natural frequency of the spring is about 60 Hz when compression is 70 mm which is about 10 times greater than target tuning frequency of the TVA.

3.1.1.5. Transient Analysis of TVA Spring

TVA is subjected the shock. In this section, response of spring is given under this shock. Transient structural finite element analysis is conducted to obtained stress distribution of the spring. The TVA is installed on a tank barrel to reduce vibration as shown in Figure 3.13 (a).

When tank shots, TVA is exposed the shock. TVA mass oscillates until shock is totally absorbed. There are two identical preloaded spring which is used for suspending TVA mass. Relative displacement of TVA mass is assumed to equal to spring displacement so a single spring is issued as analysis model as shown in Figure 3.13 (b). Inactive coils of the spring are removed both ends of the spring. One end of the spring is fixed as shown D. Displacement in x and z direction of the other end, shown as E, of the spring is set to zero which means it can move only y direction. A point mass is also defined to this end which refers TVA mass. It is also defined a spring element between point mass and ground and damping coefficient of spring element is $284 \frac{Ns}{m}$ refers to optimum TVA damping.
To find optimum mesh size, static finite element analyzes are conducted for different element size. Boundary conditions is the same as given before but displacement is 40 mm. Maximum shear stress is examined inner surface of the spring.

Figure 3.13. (a) Schematic view of installed TVA model, (b) analysis model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element Size [mm]</th>
<th>Maximum Shear Stress [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>380.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>378.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>377.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>367.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>347.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>345.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>344.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>343.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>341.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maximum shear stress of given point for different element size are given in Table 3.5. Finer mesh takes more times to complete analysis. Transient analysis generally takes more times, difference maximum shear stress between mesh size 1 mm and 0.5 mm is very close. Therefore, mesh size is selected 1 mm for transient analysis. Damping ratio of the spring material is set to 0.005 percent. The shock is applied in y direction to analysis model. Total solution time is 0.2 s. Total analysis time is divided into 8000 substeps.

Figure 3.14. Maximum shear stress of the spring under the shock

Maximum shear stress of the spring under defined shock is given in Figure 3.14 and maximum shear stress distribution of the spring is given in Figure 3.15. Maximum shear stress is 336 MPa and its location is inner surface of the coil. The spring is preloaded 40 mm and maximum shear stress due to preload is 348 MPa so total shear
stress due both of them is 684 MPa which is lower than allowable shear stress of the material. It is also possible to use fatigue strength diagram to estimate spring life. Intersection of initial stress factor and maximum shear stress factor gives spring life [76].

![Maximum Shear Stress Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.15.** Maximum shear stress distribution of the spring under the shock

### 3.1.2. Design of Damping System of TVA

Eddy current damping mechanism is selected as damping element so magnet and its conductor material are designed in this section. Amount of damping is directly related to TVA performance. The more damping means the more vibration reduction so in this study maximum damping level is tried to achieve. Calculation of eddy current
damping is not straightforward and there is no closed form formula to obtain it. By using Equation 2.2, it is possible to estimate damping coefficient but there is “k” term in this equation called correction coefficient. In the literature, estimated and experimental damping level is different in different conditions. For example, k varies at different distance between magnets and conductor material or different magnet size. Difference between estimated damping and experimental damping level are different in each study as shown in Table 2.4. At the beginning, target damping ratio is 1.0 (284 Ns/s), there is no a method determine how much magnet and copper plate is required to achieve target damping level. But as expected the more conductor material and magnet the more damping therefore to achieve maximum damping level, maximum size magnet and copper plate are selected.

3.1.2.1. Modelling of Eddy Current Damping

Eddy current force is emerged when a conductive material moves in magnetic field. One of the magnets or its conductor should be installed on the TVA mass and the other should be installed to the TVA body. Damping of the TVA is estimated with Equation 2.2 in this study. k is dimensionless correction coefficient and unknown. v is volume of the copper plate, ρ is resistivity of copper plate and they are known. To calculate damping coefficient of the TVA, magnetic field flux density B of copper plate must be calculated.

To design an eddy current damping, following should be determined.

- Size of magnet and conductor material
- Shape of magnet and conductor material
- Distance between magnet and conductor material
There two type of magnet shapes in market, rectangular and disk type of magnet. If disk type of magnet is used, its conductor should be circular tube. Due to uncertainty of damping estimation, experimental damping level may not be high enough to achieve expected performance. To increase damping level after experiments, magnet and/or conductive material should be changed. Another option is rectangular magnets and conductor material. If damping level is wanted to be increased after experiments, apart from changing magnet and conductor material, distance between them can be changed in rectangular form. In this study rectangular shape magnet and conductor material are selected because of this advantage.

A schematic view of damping element is given in Figure 3.16, copper plate is installed on TVA mass and it can move in x direction so magnetic density flux of copper plate may change when it moves and it is defined as displacement as shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16. Schematic of the damping element
In this thesis, conductive material is copper plate and magnet is static so relative velocity between magnet and copper plate is equal to velocity of copper plate. Current density in conductive material can be calculated with Equation 3.26.

\[ J = \sigma (v \times B) \]  

where \( J \) is eddy current density, \( \sigma \) is conductivity of conductor material, \( B \) is magnetic field density and \( v \) is relative velocity between magnet and its conductor. TVA is single dof system and it is assumed motion of the TVA mass is only x direction so Equation 3.26 reduces to Equation 3.27.

\[ J = \sigma v \left( B_y k - B_z j \right) \]  

Equation 3.27

Magnetic force can be calculated with Equation 3.28.

\[ F = \int J x B \, dV \]  

Equation 3.28

By using Equation 3.27 and Equation 3.28, force in x direction due to eddy current can be calculated with Equation 3.29. This equation shows that force in x direction is a function of magnetic flux density in y and z direction of conductor material and it is opposite to motion.

\[ F_x = -\sigma v \int \left( B_y^2 + B_z^2 \right) \, dV \]  

Equation 3.29
Conductivity is inverse of resistivity. Ratio of damping force to velocity is defined as damping coefficient so damping coefficient of eddy current damping of the TVA can be calculated with Equation 3.30.

\[ c = \frac{1}{\rho} \int (B_y^2 + B_z^2) dV \]  
Equation 3.30

Resistivity of copper is $1.7 \times 10^{-8} \Omega m$. Equation 3.30 shows that damping coefficient of the TVA depends on type of conductor material and square of magnetic flux density of conductor in other two directions. To estimate damping level of the TVA, total square magnetic flux density in $y$ and $z$ direction over the volume of conductor, $\int (B_y^2 + B_z^2) dV$, should be calculated. A commercial software is used to obtain magnetic flux density $B$. There is a calculator to evaluate magnetic flux density in the software. This calculator is used for this purpose and, damping coefficient is estimated by using Equation 3.30. But $B_y$ is much smaller than $B_z$ so it is assumed that $B_y$ is negligible. Before estimation of the damping coefficient of the TVA, magnet and conductor material should be defined so magnet and conductor material are defined next two sections.

3.1.2.2. Selection of Magnet

To occur force between magnet and its conductor material there should be relative velocity between them. Copper plates are installed on the TVA mass because magnet is more brittle, so it is more fragile than copper plate.

Maximum size magnet available on the market is 50 mm x 50 mm x 25 mm and its class is N35. Two conductor materials are used for more damping so there are two magnet assembly in the TVA. Each assembly consists of three connected magnets side
by side and it is called one magnet block in this study. A magnet block’s dimensions 150 mm x 50 mm x 25 mm. Properties of the magnets are given in Table 3.6.

Figure 3.17. Front view of a magnet block

Table 3.6. Properties of the magnets [74, 83, 84]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>7400 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression strength</td>
<td>950 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension strength</td>
<td>80 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Modulus</td>
<td>160 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permeability</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Conductivity</td>
<td>667000 siemens/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Coercivity</td>
<td>935 kA/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2.3. Design of Conductor Material

As shown in Equation 2.2, resistivity of conductor is inversely proportional to damping coefficient so to get more damping, a material which has low resistivity should be selected. Table 2.5 shows possible conductor material and silver resistivity is very low but its price is $14.40[85] in May 2019. Copper is another alternative to be used as conductor material and its price is $2.73[86]. Copper is 5 times cheaper
than silver and their resistivity ratio is 1.5 which means more damping coefficient is obtained if silver is used as conductor material. But using silver as structural material is not common and thick silver plate is not found easily in the market. Therefore, copper plate is used as conductor material in this study. Size of coppers plates depend on following

- Amplitude of relative displacement of TVA mass
- Width of magnet block
- Optimum value of TVA mass

Damping level of the TVA is also depends on thickness of the copper plates so to achieve maximum damping level the thickness of copper plate should be maximum. Figure 3.18 shows front view and side of copper plate and magnets. Dimension of copper plate should be determined according to dimensions of the magnet block. Damping of the TVA should be stable so magnetic density of the copper plate should be stable as much as possible. Therefore, height of copper plate should be more than sum of height of magnet and amplitude of TVA mass. Likewise, width of copper plate should be more than width of the magnet blocks. Copper plates are installed on the TVA mass which is 4 kg. There are two copper plates, an aluminum block, linear bearings and connection parts on the TVA mass. Copper density, $8960 \frac{kg}{m^3}$, is higher than density of steel and aluminum. Any analysis is not conducted for height of copper plate. Height of the magnet is 50 mm and it is assumed TVA mass can move 30 mm. It is assumed that height of the copper plate is 100mm.

Target optimum mass is 4 kg and two copper plates are used for symmetry so each copper plate mass should be less than 2 kg. Due to this mass limitation, 10 mm thickness is selected. Selected copper plate dimension is 100mm x 160mm x 10mm
and its mass is about 1.4kg. To calculate eddy current level several magnetic analyses are conducted, and they are given in next section.

Figure 3.18. Front and side view of copper plate and magnets

3.1.2.4. Estimation of Eddy Current Damping Coefficient

To estimate damping coefficient of the TVA several static magnetic analyses are conducted with a commercial software. There are eleven different TVA configurations in terms of distance between magnets and copper plate and number of magnet blocks. They are given in Table 3.7. Distance and displacement are shown in Figure 3.16.

Magnetic analysis model is shown in Figure 3.19. It contains two copper plates, two magnet housings, two linear bearings, aluminum block between copper plates. One magnet block is used for configurations II-VI. Two magnet blocks are used for configurations VII-XI. Solution domain is a vacuum and its dimension is 300mm x 318 mm x 284 mm. Material properties of these elements are given in Table 3.8.
To estimate damping level of TVA, several magnetic analyses are conducted for different copper plate thickness and for different distance and displacement. Magnetic analysis for Configuration I is not conducted because there is no magnet. Distance changes between 1 mm to 5 mm. To see maximum damping capacity of the TVA, analyzes are also conducted when distance is 0mm.

Analysis are performed static case so they are repeated for different TVA mass location (displacement). Displacement varies between 0 mm to 30 mm. Each analysis is repeated for different displacements, 0mm, 5mm, 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm, 30mm. Total number of the analysis is 84. Solution domain of the analysis is big enough to analysis and it is vacuum. Magnetic properties of the materials used in the analysis model is given in Table 3.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Magnet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>No magnet</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td>One Magnet Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td>Two Magnet Blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned before, damping coefficient the TVA depends on magnetic flux density, resistivity and volume of the conductor material. By assuming correction coefficient is equal to 1, damping coefficient of the TVA is estimated with Equation 3.30.
Magnetic flux density is obtained with software calculator. Estimated damping coefficients for one magnet case and two magnet case are given in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21, respectively.

![Diagram of Magnetic Analysis Model](image)

**Figure 3.19. Magnetic analysis model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.8. Properties of material used in magnetic analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permeability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Conductivity [simens/m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Coercivity [kA/m]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For one magnet case, the maximum damping coefficient is achieved when displacement is 25 mm when distance are 0,1 and 2mm. After that point it decreases. This increment is seen clearly for 0 mm distance and it disappears while distance increases. The maximum damping coefficient is about $86 \frac{N_s}{m}$ when distance is 0 mm and displacement is 25 mm.
For two magnet case, the maximum damping coefficient is achieved at different displacement. When distance is 0 mm, the maximum damping is achieved at 25 mm. When distance is 2 mm, the maximum damping level occurs at 15 mm. While distance increases, maximum damping point approaches the equilibrium point. The maximum damping coefficient is about \( \frac{233 \text{ N.s}}{\text{m}} \) when distance is 0 mm and displacement is 25 mm.

![Figure 3.20. Damping coefficients of the TVA with one magnet block](image)

Estimated damping ratio of the TVA for different distance and displacement are given above. Assumed amplitude of TVA mass is 30 mm so damping coefficients are averaged for each different distance.

Sum of damping coefficient is divided by number of summations to obtain average damping coefficient of TVA for different distance. Estimated average damping coefficients are given in Table 3.9.
Figure 3.21. Damping coefficients of the TVA with two magnet blocks

Table 3.9. Estimated average damping coefficient of the TVA for different distances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance [mm]</th>
<th>$c_{\frac{N.S}{m}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Magnet Block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Magnet Blocks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maximum estimated damping coefficient of TVA is 210 $c \frac{N \cdot s}{m}$ because there must be a gap between magnet and copper plate and it is assumed that its minimum is 1mm. Analysis are conducted for 0 mm distance because its results shows maximum damping capacity of this configuration. Actual damping ratio of the TVA may vary from the estimated ones. To ensure damping ratio of the TVA, it should be measured experimentally, and the results are given in next chapter.

3.1.3. Design of TVA Mass & Location of Spring and Damping Element

TVA mass is subjected to spring force, damping force and inertial force and they continuously change because displacement, velocity and acceleration of TVA mass are not constant. As it can be seen in Figure 3.22, when spring force is maximum, damping force is zero because stroke is maximum, and velocity is zero. When damping force is maximum at the equilibrium point, spring force is minimum because stroke is zero and velocity is maximum. Difference between them may make moment and this moment causes to vary friction force between rod and bearing.

![Figure 3.22. Freebody diagram of a single DOF system](image)
To avoid this problem, two spring elements are located in the center of gravity of TVA mass. Distance between linear bearings and center of gravity of TVA mass are equal to each other. Figure 3.23 shows designed TVA mass and its subjected force. Spring forces are acting in the center of the TVA mass and bearing force due to friction are symmetrical to yz plane. All other parts, bolts and copper plates etc, are also symmetrical to yz plane and xy plane. Therefore, it is expected that friction between rods and bearing remain constant.

![Figure 3.23. Spring and bearing forces subject to the TVA mass](image)

Each spring sits on cylindrical hole on the TVA mass and its diameter should be bigger than maximum outer diameter $D_f$ of the spring. When a helical spring is compressed, diameter of the spring is increased as given in Figure 3.24.
Maximum change occurs when it is compressed to its solid length. Maximum outer diameter of compression spring can be calculated with Equation 3.31 [87].

\[
D_{\text{solid}} = \sqrt{D^2 + \frac{p^2 - d^2}{\pi^2}} + d
\]

Equation 3.31

where D is nominal diameter, p is pitch, d is wire diameter. Maximum outer diameter is 43.7 mm and hole diameter should be more than that to ensure spring surface does not touch TVA mass. The diameter of the hole is 46 mm and it is also tapered.

3.1.4. Design Of Magnet Housing And Its Adjustment Mechanism

Magnet should be mounting to the TVA body carefully for two reason. First, mounting may affect TVA performance due to parallelism, distance, etc. Distance between magnets and copper plates can be changed to arrange damping level of the TVA. Second, magnet is dangerous, it may pull some metal part or other magnet near around.
Three different alternatives for mounting and arrangement mechanism is given in this section.

First alternative design for magnet adjustment is given in Figure 3.25. There is a plate behind the magnets to ensure three magnets’ flatness. Two rods are mounted this plate via two rod mounts. Linear bearing is installed on the magnet housing so these magnets can move only one direction. To move these magnets there are a bolt and two nuts are installed on the plate. By tighten and loosen these nut magnets can be moved. After magnets are positioned to right location, three bolts are tightened to fix magnets. Magnets materials are too ductile so there is a flexible material between magnets and these bolts. This magnet sub-assembly is installed to the TVA body with four bolts.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.25. First alternative design for magnet adjustment**

The second alternative is similar to first one. Magnets are mounted to three bolts to magnet housing and there is also a flexible material between bolts and magnets. But in this alternative, magnet housing should be moved manually to arrange the distance.
There are five holes both on the magnet housing and on the TVA body. Distance is arranging manually, and a guide pin attached to both holes to ensure distance is correct. Due to the distance depends on location of holes both on TVA body and on magnet housing, position tolerance of these holes is critical.

Figure 3.26. Second alternative for magnet adjustment

Figure 3.27. Third alternative for magnet adjustment
The third alternative is very similar to first alternative. In this alternative there are two arrangement mechanism for each sub assembly. There are a bolt and two nuts for arrange the distance. But in this alternative whole magnet sub-assembly move instated of only magnets.

The first alternative is selected because it has one arrangement mechanism and it is guided with two rods and bearings so parallelism is ensured.

3.1.5. Design & Selection Of Linear Motion System

Degree of freedom of TVA is one so TVA mass should move only one direction. To constrain other five degree of freedom, two rods and two or four linear bearings are used as given in Figure 3.28. Damping level of the TVA depends on distance between copper plates and magnets so clearance between rods and bearings should be minimized otherwise TVA mass may move other directions which causes to change damping level of the TVA.

Figure 3.28. TVA mass and its linear motion system
3.1.6. Design Of TVA Body

Design of helical spring, damping element and TVA mass are completed and there is required to a body to connect these parts each other. As shown in Figure 3.29, offered TVA body consists of two side plates, two base plates and eight connection parts. Each plate has simple holes or thread holes for bolt connection.

![Figure 3.29. TVA body](image)

There are also four connection hole each base plate to connect to the main structure. Its diameter is 13mm so four M12 bolts can be used for mounting the TVA.

3.1.6.1. Modal Analysis Of TVA

Natural frequency of TVA is also important because of resonance. Natural frequencies of the TVA should be as bigger as tuning frequency, such as five times bigger. Modal analysis of TVA is conducted with a commercial software. Analysis model is shown
in Figure 3.30. Solid model of the spring is not used in the analysis model, two preloaded spring elements are added to the analysis model. TVA is fixed with four holes as shown A, B, C and D in Figure 3.30. Frictionless contacts are defined between rods and bearings as shown E and F in Figure 3.30 so TVA mass bearings can move in y direction. Bolts are not added to analysis model and all touched parts are bonded. Material damping and eddy current damping are not defined in the analysis model.

![Figure 3.30. Boundary Conditions of TVA](image)

Modal analysis is performed with above given boundary conditions and first ten natural frequencies of TVA are given in Table 3.10. First mode of TVA is tuning frequency and second natural frequency is at 200 Hz and corresponding mode shape of the TVA is given in Figure 3.31. The ratio of the second natural frequency to the first natural frequency is about 35 so it can be said that second natural frequency of the TVA is far enough the tuning frequency.
Table 3.10. First ten structural natural frequencies of TVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>$f_n$ [Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>199.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>219.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>230.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>309.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>318.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>497.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>704.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>722.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1068.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, TVA natural frequency and main structure natural frequency should not coincide. Main structure, battle tank in Büyükcivelek’s work, natural frequencies
are given in Table 3.11. Second natural frequency of the TVA is higher than first seven natural frequency of the main structure.

Table 3.11. First seven natural frequencies of main structure [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode Number</th>
<th>Frequency [Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>93.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>145.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>178.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>191.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.6.2. Transient Analysis of TVA

It is assumed that TVA is exposed the shock in all directions, separately. Analysis model of the TVA is the same as the analysis model of modal analysis. But in transient analysis model there are two damping sources, eddy current damping and material damping. Eddy current damping is added via spring elements, there are two spring elements so it is defined $142 \frac{N s}{m}$ damping coefficient for each spring element. It is recommended that 0.05 percent damping for bolted structure under 50 percent yield stress level [88]. It is assumed that damping ratio of TVA is 0.05. Boundary conditions of analysis model is the same as the analysis model of modal analysis Total analysis time is 0.2s and analysis is divided into 8000 substeps. It is assumed that shock load is 1000g half sine in all directions and duration is 0.5ms. Shock is defined in three directions separately.
Maximum von-Mises stress of TVA parts are given in Table 3.12. Yield stress of materials are assumed allowable stress and factor of safety is calculated with Equation 3.33.

\[ n = \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_y} \]  

Equation 3.32

where \( n \) is factor of safety. \( \sigma \) is occurred maximum von-Mises stress. \( \sigma_y \) is yield stress of material.

Figure 3.32. Von-Misses stress distribution of the TVA under the shock in z direction
Table 3.12. Maximum von-Mises stress of TVA part and factor of safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum parts</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>115.2</td>
<td>503.9</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>503 [89]</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper parts</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>33 [90]</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnets</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel parts (rods)</td>
<td>910.5</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>951.3</td>
<td>951.3</td>
<td>1100 [91]</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum von-Mises stress of the copper parts, magnets and steel parts is lower than their yield stress so factor safety of them is higher than 1. Maximum von-Mises stress of the aluminum parts is higher than yield stress. Maximum von-Mises stress, 504 MPa, occurs in one of the connection holes which is used as fixed support. Stress decreases sharply and over the 450 MPa stress is colored black in Figure 3.33 and it is very small area so it is accepted that maximum stress of the aluminum parts is 450 MPa.

Figure 3.33. Detail view of von-Mises stress distribution of base plate
3.1.7. Fatigue Life Estimation

TVA is expected to be subject to random vibration so life of the TVA is estimated under random vibration. When loading is random or duration of time is long or geometry is complex, estimation of life in time domain is time consuming process and it is not practical. Estimation in frequency domain is a practical approach[92]. Loading and stress are random, so they have multiple amplitude and frequency content. They can be represented using power spectral density PSD and probability density functions PDF.

To estimate fatigue life under random vibration, transfer function $H(\omega)$ between one-unit input and stress output of the system should be obtained. For a linear single degree freedom system, response PSD in terms of stress can be calculated with Equation 3.33.

$$G(f)_{\text{Response}}^{\text{PSD}} = |H(\omega)|^2 G(f)_{\text{Input}}^{\text{PSD}}$$

Equation 3.33

where $H(\omega)$ is transfer function between input load and output stress of the part. $G(f)_{\text{PSD}}^{\text{Input}}$ is input psd of the system. $G(f)_{\text{PSD}}^{\text{Response}}$ is stress output psd of the system under random vibration. $H(\omega)$ is obtained by applied unit input along interested frequency range with a finite element analysis program. After obtained response output psd $G(f)_{\text{PSD}}^{\text{Response}}$, probability density function of stress range $p(S)$ is calculated to estimate life of TVA. A typical PDF of stress range is shown in Figure 3.30.
In Figure 3.30, \( dS \) is bin width, \( S_i \) is total number of cycles in the histogram. Probability of stress range between \( S_i - \frac{dS}{2} \) and \( S_i + \frac{dS}{2} \) can be calculated with \( p(S).dS \).

Total number of cycles \( n(S) \) for a specific stress level \( S \) can be calculated with Equation 3.34.

\[
n(S) = p(S) dS.S_i
\]

Equation 3.34

Stress response of TVA is random so they have different cycles and amplitudes. Let assume \( n_i \) is number of cycles of \( S_i \) stress level. This stress causes damage and total damage for different cycles for specific stress can be calculated with Equation 3.35.

\[
D = \sum \frac{n_i}{N_i}
\]

Equation 3.35
A S-N curve shows life a material. Horizontal axis is number of cycle and vertical axis is stress. The curve can be expressed with Equation 3.36.

\[ N = C.S^{-b} \]  
\[ \text{Equation 3.36}\]

where \( b \) is Basquin exponent and \( C \) represents interception of vertical axis of S-N curve. Expected damage \( E[D] \) can be obtained by using Equation 3.34, Equation 3.35 and Equation 3.36.

\[ E[D] = \sum_i \frac{n_i(S)}{N(S_i)} = \frac{S}{C} \int_0^\infty S^b \cdot p(S) \cdot dS \]  
\[ \text{Equation 3.37}\]

To calculate random vibration life, probability density function \( p(S) \) in Equation 3.37 should be obtained. There are needed to define statistical terms, spectral moments \( m_n \), upward mean crossing \( E[0] \), peaks \( E[P] \) and irregularity factor \( \gamma \) to obtain it. A PSD is given in Figure 3.35.
Figure 3.35. Spectral moments of a sample PSD adapted from [93]

Spectral moments $m_n$ of a PSD can be calculated with Equation 3.38 [94].

$$m_n = \int_0^\infty f_n G(f) df = \sum_{k=1}^m f_n^k \times G_k(f) \times \delta f$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.38}$$

where $\delta f$ is frequency increment. Number of upward mean crossing $E[0]$, peaks $E[P]$ can be obtained with Equation 3.39 and Equation 3.40 [94]

$$E[0] = \sqrt{\frac{m_2}{m_0}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.39}$$

$$E[P] = \sqrt{\frac{m_4}{m_2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.40}$$

Irregularity factor $\gamma$ of a PSD are defined as following formula.

$$\gamma = \frac{E[0]}{E[P]} = \sqrt{\frac{m_2}{m_0 m_4}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.41}$$

Dirlik [95] offered a method for calculating probability density function.

$$p(S) = \frac{D_1^{-\frac{Z}{Q}} + D_2 Z e^{-\frac{Z^2}{2R^2}} + D_3 Z e^{-\frac{Z^2}{2}}} {2\sqrt{m_0}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.42}$$

where $S$ is stress range and other parameters are given in Equation 3.43 - Equation 3.49.
\[
D_1 = \frac{2(x_m - \gamma^2)}{1 + \gamma^2}
\]
Equation 3.43

\[
D_2 = \frac{1 - \gamma - D_1 + D_1^2}{1 - R}
\]
Equation 3.44

\[
D_3 = \frac{1 - D_1 + D_1}{1 - R}
\]
Equation 3.45

\[
Q = \frac{1.25 - (\gamma - D_3 - D_2 R)}{D_1}
\]
Equation 3.46

\[
R = \frac{\gamma - x_m - D_1^2}{1 - \gamma - D_1 + D_1^2}
\]
Equation 3.47

\[
Z_i = \frac{S}{2\sqrt{m_0}}
\]
Equation 3.48

\[
x_m = m_1 \frac{m_2}{m_0} \sqrt{\frac{m_1}{m_0}}
\]
Equation 3.49

Life estimation of TVA is conducted with given above method. Life estimation of spring and TVA with spring elements are conducted separately because springs are preloaded. A commercial finite element analysis software and life estimation software are used for life estimation.

A flow chart is shown in Figure 3.36 which is summarized above mentioned life estimation process. Static analysis is conducted for preloaded springs to obtain stress distribution. Output of static analysis is used for both modal analysis and response stress PSD. Modal analysis and harmonic analysis are conducted to obtain transfer function between one unit acceleration input and stress distribution of TVA. All analyzes so far are conducted with FEA software. After this point commercial life estimation software is used to estimate life. It follows given above method.
3.1.7.1. Fatigue Life Of TVA

Under random vibration, life of the offered TVA is estimated. Life estimation model does not consist of all parts of the TVA. Analysis model contains bearings and magnets but their materials are assigned as aluminum so life estimation does not comprise estimation of them. Bolts are not added analysis model. Springs of the TVA are added as spring elements to analysis model. Boundary condition of the model is same as boundary condition of modal analysis.

Flow chart of estimation of random vibration life for preloaded structure is given in Figure 3.36. Static analysis is not conducted for TVA life estimation. Firstly, modal analysis is performed to obtain estimate random vibration life of the offered TVA body. Then, harmonic analysis is conducted under a unit load to obtain frequency response function. One unit acceleration applied on four connection holes shown as A, B, C and D in Figure 3.30. Maximum frequency range is 500 Hz with 0.05 damping ratio.
In Büyükcivelek’s study, it is given displacement psd of the main structure where the TVA is attached between 0-50 Hz. Main structure displacement psd and assumed displacement psd are given in Figure 3.37. Displacement psd is about $10^{-9} \frac{m^2}{Hz}$ at 50Hz, it is assumed that psd displacement decreases linearly to $10^{-12} \frac{m^2}{Hz}$ at 250 Hz.

After that all information, random input, output of the analysis (transfer function of the system) is entered to the software to obtain fatigue life of the absorber. Dirlik [95] method is used for psd cycling method and absolute maximum principal stress is used for stress combination. Estimated life of the TVA body is given in Figure 3.38 which is infinite.
### Table 3.13. Displacement PSD of main structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency [Hz]</th>
<th>Displacement PSD $[m^2/Hz]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.00E-04</td>
<td>3.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.00E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.50E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>9.00E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>7.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>3.00E-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.00E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.00E-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.38. Random fatigue life of the TVA body

### 3.1.7.2. Fatigue Life of TVA Spring

The spring is preloaded so static analysis are conducted to add mean stress due to preload. Boundary conditions of static analysis is same as modal analysis boundary
conditions. 40 mm preload is given to one end which is shown as B in Figure 3.11. After that, modal analysis is repeated to obtain natural frequency of the preloaded spring as given previous section.

To obtain transfer function of the spring, a harmonic analysis is conducted until the 260 Hz. The spring is fixed at one end which is shown as A in Figure 3.11 and one unit acceleration in -y direction input is given in other end of the spring as shown as B in Figure 3.11. A constant damping ratio, 0.005 %, is added to analysis model which is represent material damping. Harmonic analysis calculates transfer function for whole domain. As an example, normal stress in y direction of the point is given in Figure 3.39.

![Graph of Normal Stress vs Frequency](image)

Figure 3.39. Normal stress in y direction Frequency response function of the point in normal
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Büyükçivelek calculated relative displacement of TVA mass. Relative displacement of TVA mass and assumed displacement psd of spring end are shown in Figure 3.40. Assumed displacement psd is used as input psd of the spring and they are given in Table 3.14.

Table 3.14. Displacement psd of TVA mass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency [Hz]</th>
<th>PSD $\left[ \frac{m^2}{Hz} \right]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.50E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.00E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.00E-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.00E-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.40. Relative and assumed displacement psd of TVA mass
After obtained random input displacement psd and transfer function (output of finite element analysis) between a unit input and stress output, a commercial software is used to estimate spring life. Dirlik method is used for psd cycle counting because it is general purpose technique and applicable to both narrow and broad wideband \cite{92}. Absolute maximum principal stress is used for stress combination. Result of fatigue life estimation by the software is given in Figure 3.41 and life of the spring is infinite.

![Figure 3.41. Fatigue life of estimation of the spring](image)

After design and prototype fabrication is completed, TVA performance should be validated with experiment. Since tuning frequency and damping level of the TVA is critical in terms of its vibration reduction performance, they must be measured and checked experimentally. Designed TVA is characterized by vibration experiments, for which details are given in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 4

VALIDATION OF TVA PROTOTYPE

Having designed TVA, it was manufactured as shown in Figure 4.1. It can work between $-40^\circ C$ and $70^\circ C$, there is no limitation for low temperature for damping. Its dimensions are 236mmx123mmx216mm and its total mass 11kg. Its damping level is adjustable via changing distance between magnets and copper plates or number of magnet block. To set distance exactly, a plate which thickness is 1-5 mm is needed.

Figure 4.1. Realized TVA
Parameters of TVA are very critical for its performance. If they are not set correctly, it may increase vibration of main structure instead of decreasing it. To ensure TVA parameters are correct, modal test of the TVA is essential.

Spring manufacturers says that stiffness of manufactured spring may change ±10 percent from designed one. This uncertainty may cause approximately ±5 percent tuning natural frequency. Eddy current damping level of TVA may vary likewise tuning frequency. This decrease TVA performance.

To eliminate these uncertainties and specify TVA performance, measurement of natural frequency and damping of TVA is compulsory. Damping of TVA is adjustable via changing distance between magnets and copper plate so experiments are repeated for all configurations.

This chapter deals with measurement of TVA mass, tuning frequency and damping coefficient of TVA. Impact hammer tests are conducted to measure them. Data acquisition system gives directly frequency response function of the TVA. After measurement of frequency response function of TVA, natural frequency and damping are extracted from test data. Test set-up, extraction of TVA parameter process and results are given in the following sections.

4.1. Test Set-Up

Impact hammer test is conducted to determine the TVA parameters. TVA is mounted to a fixture with 4 bolts and it is also mounted to armature of tensile test machine as shown in Figure 4.2. To apply impulse to TVA mass, a M10x200 bolt is installed on TVA mass as shown in the figure.
Figure 4.2. Impact hammer test set-up

Test set-up is shown in Figure 4.3. Data is acquired with one accelerometer (Dytran 3225m23) and it is glued on TVA mass as shown Figure 4.2. Mass of the accelerometer is 1g so it is expected that it does not change the dynamics properties of TVA. Its measurement range is 100g.

Figure 4.3. Test set-up view
TVA mass is increased because M10x200 is installed. TVA mass is measured without and with M10 bolt. Mass difference between them is 0.1 kg as shown in Figure 4.4. It is assumed that this increment has very limited effect on tuning frequency.

![Figure 4.4. Measurement of TVA mass (a) without modification, (b) with M10x200 bolt](image)

To measure frequency response of the TVA, impulse is given with hammer (Brüel & Kjær 8208). Its maximum force 22,2 kN. There is a load cell on the hammer, and it measures input impact force.

Both acceleration and impulse signals are collected with data acquisition system. Its software calculates frequency response function of the TVA as shown in Figure 4.5.
Tuning frequency is 5.67 Hz and second natural frequency of the TVA is 200Hz so only one peak is shown in the figure. To obtain frequency response function, TVA mass is hit ten times and data is collected to 25.6 Hz. Frequency resolution is 0.1 Hz.

Figure 4.5. Screenshot Measured frequency response function of the TVA by daq system

4.2. TVA Test Configurations

TVA damping level is adjustable via changing distance between magnets and copper plates. Distance range varies between 1mm to 5mm. Cross section view of TVA is shown in Figure 4.6.

There is a plate behind glued to magnets. An arrangement bolt with two nuts connected to the plate. There is also an obstacle plate between nuts so nut cannot move freely. Let assume magnets touch copper plate. Forget Nut #1 and by tightening nut #2, nut try to move -z direction but there is obstacle plate. Therefore, it cannot move and pull bolt, plate and magnets in z direction so distance between copper and magnets increases. To decrease distance, forget nut#2 and loosen nut#1 so nut#1 wants to move.
in z direction but there is an obstacle plate and it cannot move in z direction. Therefore, arrangement bolt, plate and magnets move in -z direction so distance between copper and magnets decreases. After distance is arranged upper three bolt tighten to fix magnets.

TVA configurations are given in Table 3.7. The first configuration is without magnet case. It is necessary for measure damping level of the TVA without eddy current damping. Each configuration test is repeated two times and forty-six tests were conducted for all configuration.

![Cross section view of TVA](image)

**Figure 4.6. Cross section view of TVA**

Frequency response function of the TVA for different configurations are measured and magnitude of frequency response functions are given in Figure 4.7.
Data is collected until 25.6 Hz. There should be one peak on the frequency response function plot for each configuration. Peak for no magnet configuration is the highest, height of peak dramatically decreases when distance between magnets and copper plates decreases or number of magnets increases. This means that damping level of the TVA increases while distance decreases as expected. Level of damping and natural frequency of the TVA for each configuration are estimated in the next two sections.

4.3. Extraction Of TVA Tuning Frequency From Test Data

It is expected that damping level of the TVA is too high. Method for estimation of natural frequency level in the literature is generally for low damping. There are also some methods for higher damping level. But a very simple way is preferred in this
study. Tuning frequency of the TVA is about 5.67 Hz and the second natural frequency of the TVA is about 200 Hz, and data is collected until 25.6 Hz so it can be seen only first degree of freedom of the TVA. Frequency response function of a single degree of freedom system in terms of acceleration and force is called accelerance and can be calculated with Equation 4.1 [96]. There are four variables in this equation.

\[
A(\omega) = \frac{-\omega^2}{k - \omega^2 m + i\omega c}
\]

Equation 4.1

where \(\omega\) is frequency, \(k\) is stiffness of spring, \(m\) is TVA mass, \(c\) is damping coefficient of TVA. Frequency response function of the TVA for all configuration is obtained with experiments. If mass, stiffness and damping coefficient of the TVA are known frequency response function can be obtained with the equation. Real part and phase of accelerance of the TVA with optimum mass and stiffness for different damping ratio are given in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.

Natural frequency for all damping level is constant and all curve intersects at tuning frequency, 5.67 Hz. Real part of the accelerance is 0 and phase angle is 90° at the natural frequency. In this study, natural frequency of the TVA is estimated via experimental real part of accelerance and phase angle separately.

To estimate natural frequency of the TVA, two nearest point for each graphics are selected and then they are interpolated to 0 and 90° in real part and phase graphics, respectively. For Configuration I, these interpolated points and estimated natural frequency of the TVA are given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
Figure 4.8. Real part of the accelerance of the TVA for different damping ratios

Figure 4.9. Phase angle of accelerance of the TVA for different damping ratios
Table 4.1. Estimated natural frequency of the TVA without magnet via real part of accelerance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>$H_{real}$</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>$H_{real}$</th>
<th>$f_{est}$ [Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-0.674</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.04491</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-0.712</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.02255</td>
<td>5.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Estimated natural frequency of the TVA without magnet via phase angle of accelerance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>Phase Angle</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>Phase Angle</th>
<th>$f_{est}$ [Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>105.423</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>89.0554</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>105.736</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>89.5395</td>
<td>5.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated natural frequency of the TVA via real part of accelerance is very close that of TVA via phase. It is accepted that natural frequency of the TVA is 5.40 Hz. Natural frequency of the TVA for other configuration are also accepted that it is the same with no magnet configuration’s natural frequency because mass and stiffness of the TVA are the same for all configuration.

4.4. Extraction Of TVA Damping Coefficient From Test Data

Having estimated natural frequency of the TVA, damping level of the TVA is estimated via mobility frequency response function of the TVA. Mobility of the a single DOF system can be calculated with Equation 4.2 [96].

$$Y(\omega) = \frac{i\omega}{k - \omega^2m + i\omega c}$$

Equation 4.2
It can be written by separating real and imaginary part of mobility as given in Equation 4.3 which is a circle equation whose radius is \( \frac{1}{2c} \) and center is at \( \left( 0, \frac{1}{2c} \right) \) [96].

\[
\left( \frac{\omega^2 c}{(k - \omega^2 m)^2 + (\omega c)^2} - \frac{1}{2c} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\omega (k - \omega^2 m)}{(k - \omega^2 m)^2 + (\omega c)^2} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{1}{2c} \right)^2 \tag{Equation 4.3}
\]

Nyquist plot of mobility of the TVA with optimum parameters is given in Figure 4.10. As shown in the figure, \( \frac{1}{c} \) is equal to circle diameter. To calculate damping coefficient of the TVA, the largest real part of the mobility is considered and at this point imaginary part of the mobility is very close to zero which are given in Table 4.3. Real part of the mobility is 0.00352. This means that diameter of the Nyquist circle is 0.00352 which is equal to \( \frac{1}{c} \) so damping coefficient of the TVA with optimum parameters is \( 284 \frac{Ns}{m} \).

**Table 4.3. Estimated data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated point</th>
<th>Re( (Y(\omega)) )</th>
<th>Im( (Y(\omega)) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated point</td>
<td>0.00352</td>
<td>1.94E-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data acquisition system gave accelerance of the TVA. Mobility of the TVA is calculated with Equation 4.4.

\[
Y(\omega) = \frac{A(\omega)}{i\omega} \tag{Equation 4.4}
\]

After converted from accelerance to mobility, damping is estimated for all configuration as mentioned above.
4.4.1. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration I

This configuration is no magnet version of the TVA and damping level of it is minimum as expected. The only damping source is due to structural damping and friction between bearings and rods. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.4 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration I is 12.27 \( \text{N.s/m} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>c [( \text{N.s/m} )]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>12.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>12.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration I

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration I are given in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, respectively.

![Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration I](image)

Figure 4.10. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration I
Experimental and estimated magnitude mobility frequency response function of the TVA for configuration I

4.4.2. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration II

In this configuration, distance between one magnet block and copper plate is 5mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.5 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration II is \( 56.21 \text{ N.s/m} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>( c ) [N.s/m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>55.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>56.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration VI are given in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, respectively.
Figure 4.12. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration II

Figure 4.13. Experimental and estimated magnitude mobility frequency response function of the TVA for configuration II
4.4.3. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration III

In this configuration, distance between one magnet block and copper plate is 4 mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.6 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration III is \( 63.19 \, \text{N.s/m} \).

Table 4.6. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( c , [\text{N.s/m}] )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>62.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>63.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration III are given in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, respectively.

Figure 4.14. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration III
4.4.4. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration IV

In this configuration, distance between one magnet block and copper plate is 3 mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.7 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration IV is 76.59 \( \frac{\text{N.s}}{\text{m}} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>( \text{c} ) [( \frac{\text{N.s}}{\text{m}} )]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>75.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>78.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration IV are given in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17, respectively.
Figure 4.16. Experimental and estimated mobility Nyquist plot of the configuration IV

Figure 4.17. Experimental and estimated magnitude mobility frequency response function of the TVA for configuration IV
4.4.5. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration V

In this configuration, distance between one magnet block and copper plate is 2 mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.8 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration V is $89.31 \frac{N.s}{m}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>c [N.s/m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>92.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>86.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration V

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration V are given in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, respectively.

Figure 4.18. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration V
In this configuration, distance between each magnet block and copper plate is 1 mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.9 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration VI is $101.59 \frac{N.s}{m}$. Damping of this configuration is the highest because distance between magnets and copper plate is the closest.

Table 4.9. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$c \frac{N.s}{m}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>103.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>99.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration VI are given in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, respectively.
Figure 4.20. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration VI

Figure 4.21. Experimental and estimated magnitude mobility frequency response function of the TVA for configuration VI
4.4.7. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration VII

In this configuration, distance between each magnet block and copper plate is 5mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.10 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration VII is 87.03 $\frac{\text{N.s}}{\text{m}}$.

Table 4.10. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration VII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$c \left[ \frac{\text{N.s}}{\text{m}} \right]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>86.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>87.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration VII are given in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 respectively.
In this configuration, distance between each magnet block and copper plate is 4 mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.11 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration VIII is 99.36 $\text{N.s/m}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test #</th>
<th>c $[\text{N.s/m}]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>100.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>98.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration VIII are given in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25, respectively.
Figure 4.24. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration VIII

Figure 4.25. Experimental and estimated magnitude mobility frequency response function of the TVA for configuration VIII
4.4.9. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration IX

In this configuration, distance between each magnet block and copper plate is 3mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.12 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration IX is $117.87 \frac{N.s}{m}$.

Table 4.12. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration IX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$c \frac{N.s}{m}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>119.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>116.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration XI are given in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27, respectively.

Figure 4.26. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration IX
4.4.10. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration X

In this configuration, distance between each magnet block and copper plates is 2 mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.9 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration X is $136.47 \text{N.s/m}$.

Table 4.13. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$c \left[ \text{N.s/m} \right]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #1</td>
<td>139.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>133.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration X are given in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29, respectively.
Figure 4.28. Experimental and estimated mobility Nyquist plot of the configuration X

Figure 4.29. Experimental and estimated magnitude mobility frequency response function of the TVA for configuration X
4.4.11. Damping Coefficient Of Configuration XI

In this configuration, distance between each magnet block and copper plate is 1 mm. Estimated damping coefficient of the TVA is given in Table 4.9 and it is accepted that damping coefficient of the configuration XI is \( 162.24 \, \text{N.s/m} \). Damping of this configuration is the highest because distance between magnets and copper plate is the closest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test #1</th>
<th>162.40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test #2</td>
<td>162.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.14. Estimated damping coefficient of configuration XI

Experimental and estimated nyquist plot and magnitude mobility frequency response function of configuration XI are given in Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31, respectively.

![Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration XI](image)

Figure 4.30. Experimental and estimated mobility nyquist plot of the configuration XI
Figure 4.31. Experimental and estimated magnitude mobility frequency response function of the TVA for configuration XI

4.5. Damping Coefficient Of TVA with Different Bearing Types

Friction coefficient of the bearings are not given in their catalogs. To see bearing effect to damping level of the TVA, measurement is repeated for different bearing configuration of Configuration I. These are as follows

- Two ball bearings
- Two plain bearings
- Four plain bearings

Damping level of these cases are estimated as mentioned above, they are given in Table 4.15.
Table 4.15. Damping coefficient of the TVA for different bearings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$c \left[ \frac{N \cdot s}{m} \right]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two ball bearings</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two plain bearings</td>
<td>12.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four plain bearings</td>
<td>24.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These given damping levels show the amount of friction between bearings and rods. As expected, the damping level of TVA with ball bearings is the lowest because the ball of the bearing rotates on the rod. Damping coefficient of four plain bearings are two times more than that of two plain bearings.

4.6. Summary Of Experimental Results

Damping coefficient of the TVA for all configurations obtained via experimental study are given in Table 4.16. For configuration I, damping coefficient is $12.3 \ \frac{N \cdot s}{m}$. There is no magnet in this configuration so friction between bearings and rods leads to this damping.

Table 4.16. Total damping coefficients of the TVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$c \left[ \frac{N \cdot s}{m} \right]$</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$c \left[ \frac{N \cdot s}{m} \right]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>117.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>136.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>162.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Total damping of the TVA comprises eddy current damping, structural damping and damping due to friction between rods and bearings. Total damping coefficient of the TVA for all configurations is given in Table 4.16. Configuration I does not have any magnet so it is assumed that its eddy current damping is zero. All TVA configurations are similar except number of magnets and distance between magnets and copper plates so damping coefficient of configuration I is accepted as reference damping of the TVA. This reference damping level is subtracted from total damping coefficient of the other configurations to evaluate only eddy current damping coefficient of the other configurations. Eddy current damping coefficient of the TVA are given in Table 4.17.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>c [N.s/m]</th>
<th>c [N.s/m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>105.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>124.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>149.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, eddy current damping of the TVA increases while distance between copper plates and magnet are getting closer. Damping coefficient of the configuration XI is $149.9 \frac{\text{N.s}}{\text{m}}$ and there are two magnet blocks, distance between copper plates and magnet blocks is 1 mm.

Configuration VII has two times more magnets than configuration II but their rate of damping level is smaller than 2. Using two times more magnet does not mean getting two times damping. It is valid for other configurations.
Estimation of damping is conducted via Equation 2.2. Resistivity and volume of the copper are assumed to constant and magnetic flux density is the only variable. For all configuration, estimated damping coefficient is given in Table 3.9.

Both estimated and experimental damping coefficient for configurations II-XI are given in Table 4.18. Damping estimation is conducted with Equation 2.2 and it is assumed that correction coefficient k is 1. Now, correction coefficient k can be calculated with experimental and estimated eddy current damping coefficients. It is calculated for all for configurations and given in the table.

Table 4.18. Experimental and estimated eddy current damping coefficient of the TVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>105.6</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>124.2</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>149.9</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manufactured TVA and its properties are given in Figure 4.32 and Table 4.19, respectively. Damping ratio of the TVA is calculated with Equation 3.4. In this equation, experimental natural frequency and realized TVA mass are used to calculate damping ratio of the configurations.
Figure 4.32. Realized TVA

Table 4.19. Specifications of realized TVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Damping Ratio</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>ζ</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>ζ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>236mmx123mmx216mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>11 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>4 x M12 bolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. shock</td>
<td>1000g in all direction, half sine, 0.5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Temperature</td>
<td>Up to 70 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories</td>
<td>1-5 mm plate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1. Summary

In this study, a passive TVA is designed, manufactured and validated for a tank barrel. A TVA consists of a mass, a spring element and a damping element. Optimum absorber parameters are taken from another study [1]. Type of passive TVA are given in Chapter 2. Details about eddy current damping, spring mounting accessories and linear motion elements are given in same chapter.

Detailed mechanical design process is given in Chapter 3. Tuning frequency depends on TVA mass and properties of spring element. Stiffness and compression length of the spring is the most two important parameters. A design procedure is offered and obtained wire diameter in terms of stiffness and compression length.

Damping level of the TVA is another important parameter. Eddy current damping mechanism is preferred as damping element. Design of eddy current damping element is not straight forward and design step are given here. Damping level of the TVA for all configuration is estimated by conducting magnetic analysis.

Details about other parts of the TVA are given in the same chapter. Several finite element analyses, modal and transient, are conducted to obtained natural frequencies and stress response of TVA under the shock. Finite element result of the TVA under
the defined loads are given lastly. TVA life is also considered to minimum maintance requirement. Fatigue life of TVA is estimated under the defined random vibration.

Tuning frequency of the TVA is directly related with performance. After designed the TVA, shock hammer test is conducted in chapter 4. FRF of TVA is obtained for all configurations. Tuning frequency and damping coefficient are extracted from these FRF. The maximum damping ratio of the TVA is 0.58.

5.2. Future Work

Offered TVA is adjustable which means its damping level can be set with according to customer needs manually. An adjustment mechanism which can change distance between magnets and copper plates can be designed to set damping level of the TVA automatically.

Magnet orientation may change eddy current damping level. In this study all magnet poles are in same direction. A study could be useful with different pole settlement.

Fatigue life of the magnet was not studied in this thesis, fatigue life of magnets can be studied to estimate TVA life.

Validation was performed only by measuring TVA parameters. Structural validation of TVA under defined loads could be performed.
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